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Introduction of Supernova Remnants (SNRs)
When a star explodes in a
supernova explosion, the
gaseous remainders will form
a rapidly expanding and slowly
fading cloud, mixing with the
interstellar matter These
nebulae are called supernova
remnants (SNRs).
Depending on the type of
the supernova, there may also
be a central compact remnant
in the form of a neutron star.

Supernovae Events








So far more than 272 Galactic supernova remnants (SNRs) have
been identified in the radio range. Supernovae (SN) release an
enormous amount of energy into interstellar medium.

Supernovae (SN) are classified by their optical spectra: type-I
with Balmer lines and type-II without Balmer lines.
A core collapse needs a more massive star (I-b/c, II-P) than SN
from thermo-nuclear burning star (I-a,II-L).
Core collapse events leave a neutron star, while thermo-nuclear
burning events do probably not leave a stellar remnant (W. Reich
2002).

Importance of radio observations of SNRs


Radio observations of SNRs can probe the process of
particle acceleration and synchrotron radiation .
(Note, to reveal this process, multiband observations are needed
to make images of the spectral index distribution.)



Radio observations of SNRs can probe the magnetic
field structure of SNRs.
(Specifically, Faraday rotation can be used to get the intrinsic
polarization angle of radio emission, so that the intrinsic
magnetic field structure of SNRs can be revealed.)

Magnetars and their SNRs
Magnetars have surface magnetic field ( B ~ 101415 G) , about two
order of magnitude higher than those of most normal
pulsars,and as young as young radio pulsars (1-100 kyr).


Anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs ) and soft gamma-ray repeaters (SGRs).



So far, only 26 magnetar candidates (20 confirmed) are detected,



Seeing from McGill SGR/AXP Online Catalog, 11 magnetars candidates
have their associated SNRs .



Most of 15 magnetars show various degree of associations with
Large Magellanic Cloud(LMC), Small Magellanic Cloud(SMC), and
Pulsar Wind Nebulae (PWNe) and so on.

Magnetars and their SNRs

Our recent work on magnetars and their SNRs.


We have studied the relation between the characteristic ages and the ages
of SNRs, and explained why some magnetars become older (or younger)
than they appear to be.

(From Z.F. Gao , Q.H.Peng, N.Wang et~al Astrophys. Space Sci. 342, 55, 2012)

Our recent work on magnetars and their SNRs.


Based on the assumption that the real ages of magnetars are the ages of their
associated SNRs, we compute d the values of magnetar average braking indexes
for 10 candidates with SNRs. We also discuss the quantum electrodynamic
(QED) effects on EOSs of magnetars.

(From Z.F. Gao , N.Wang , Q.H.Peng, et~al, Moden Phys. Letter. A. 2013, Accepeted)

Unfortunate and fortunate
Unfortunate:

Up to now, only 4 magnetars have radio emission:XTE J 1810197, PSR J 1622-4950 ( SNR ---G333.9+0.0), 1E 1547.0-5408
(SNR---G327.24-0.13) and SGR J 1745-2900 (Galactic Center.
Sgr A).
 we cannot measure magnetars’ braking indexes observationally
due to strong timing noise and the lack of long-term radio
emission.
Fortunate:

In future, FAST of Guizhou, China and QTT of Xinjiang,China will
make radio observations of magnetars and their SNRs
available.

Observation results of 79 SNRs with
Urumqi 25m telescope
 Since August. 2004, Urumqi
25 m radio telescope has been
used for the Sino-German 6 cm
polarization survey of the
Galactic plane in the region of
100  l  2300 and b  50
(X.H. Sun et al. 2007,X.Y.Gao et
al. 2010, X.H.Sun et al. 2010)

Urumqi 25 m telescope

 By using the single band
polarization system of the Urumqi
25 m radio telescope, many large
SNRs are scanned at 6 cm
wavelength.

Polarization Observations of Large SNRs

(From IAUS 296,2013, J.L.Han et al .2013,arXiv:1304.1949v2[astro-ph.GA])

New Polarization Maps of Some SNRs

(Note: Color image for total intensity, contours for the polarization intensity
and vectors for B orientation, cited from arXiv:1304.1949v2[astro-ph.GA] )

Main Observational Results
 The first polarization image of 6 cm
system:Cygnus loop,
 New flux density measurements for
integrated spectra,
 Spectral index maps of large SNRs,
 New polarization maps,
 Rotation measures in SNRs,
 Discovery of two large SNRs:G178.2-4.2
and G25.1-2.3,
 Disapproved “SNRs”: OA184, G192.81.1,G16.8-1.1 and Half of the Origem loop.
However, magnetars’ SNRs have not been
observed in this Sino-German cooperation.

Effelsberg 100 m radio telescope

Using QTT to Observe Magnetars’ SNRs


Qitai Radio Telescope (QTT) has been proposed to be constructed in Qitai

County of Xinjiang province, China.


QTT will be the largest fully steerable single-dish radio telescope (diameter
110 m) with a range of observation frequency much higher than FAST,
possible up to 3 mm.



QTT and Urumqi 25 m telescope can be mutual benefit, and mutual

complementarity, which allows Xinjiang Astronomical Observatory to conduct
astronomical observations ,including observations of magnetars’ SNRs,
under distinctive geography and feasible weather conditions.

Using QTT to Observe Magnetars’ SNRs
Because of its large field of view , unprecedented high sensitivity in total
power and linear polarization, QTT will be used to:




Observe known magnetars’ SNRs (or PWNe)
Discover more new magnetars’ SNRs
(This is due to a nominal sum of known magnetars’ SNRs )



Probe the B-field in magnetars’ SNRs (or PWNe)
(This might help reveal the mystery of magnetars’ projenitors)



Study the magneto-ioic medium between us and magnetars’ SNRs

Highly Evolved Magnetars’ SNRs


Highly evolved magnetars’ SNRs should be faint and large.



At some point the impact of B-field inside magnetars’

SNRs on the background polarization should become
stronger than its actual emission.


Specifically old SNRs could be sources to faint to be seen at
any wavelength, but still producing high Faraday Rotation.

Special Emphasis!

Faraday Rotation in Magnetars’ SNRs



To investigate B-fields inside magnetars’ SNRs (or PMNe)
with maps of Faraday rotation measure.



To probe the magnetic field in large magnetars’ SNRs with
polarized background sources.



The magnetic field structure inside shell-type SNRs can be
used to study the local interstellar magnetic field.

Special Emphasis!

Conclusions
In summary, in China there are several experienced

teams of radio observations and some researchers
investigating magnetars’ supernova remnants.

QTT

possessing powerful hardware designs and software
functions will provide a potential feasibility for the

observations of magnetars’ SNRs.

Thank you for your attention!

